Kingdom Kids
Seller Guidelines

As mothers and consignors, we know the time it takes to prepare for a sale so we hate to turn people
away for not adhering to our guidelines. Please read all information very carefully.
Due to space constraints, there is a maximum of 250 items per seller, with a minimum of 25 to shop early.
Items will only be accepted during the designated receiving days/times. NO EXCEPTIONS.
Only quality items will be accepted, nothing outdated, no rips, tears, holes, stains, piling, zippers must
work, no missing buttons, etc. Items must be SMOKE-FREE.
All clothing should have a number size in the size field. Do not use S, M, L, or XL.
Please list your clothing as the approximate size it has shrunk to which often is not the same as what is on
the manufacturer tag.
All clothing must be hung. No bagged clothing will be accepted. Baby clothing may be pinned to the
front of the hanger if the neck isn’t large enough for a hanger.
Items MUST be from a SMOKE-FREE home. Due to allergies of our workers and consignors, we will not
accept items that smell of smoke.
Items must be priced in $1.00 increments (use whole dollar amounts with $1.00 being the minimum).
Please be mindful when pricing your items. A good rule of thumb is 1/3 of the original price. If items are
new with tags, or in excellent condition, a slightly higher price may be appropriate. But remember,
overpriced items will not sell! Kingdom Kids reserves the right to refuse any item we feel is overpriced.
Toys/baby gear must have all parts and be in working order. If electronic, please be sure item has
batteries so a potential buyer can see that it works.
If you are selling large baby items, such as cribs, swings, pack n plays, etc., the items must be fullyassembled (by you) so that customers can see what they are purchasing. Kingdom Kids is not
responsible for misplaced pieces/parts for items not fully-assembled.
All items will be fully inspected by a Kingdom Kids representative before being accepted. If you are
unsure about an item, leave it out. Chances are if you wouldn’t buy it, no one else will either. Kingdom
Kids reserves the right to refuse any item that it feels does not meet the qualifications above.
As a seller, you are allowed to shop before the general public on Wednesday from 4:00 to 8:00 pm. You
must provide your seller pass (received with your seller packet) upon entering the sale. You may only
enter once as your seller pass will be taken upon entry. Only one person per seller ID will be allowed. If

you do not plan to use your seller pass, feel free to pass on to someone else. No children, including
babies in carriers/slings, strollers, or spouses allowed during the worker or seller sale, NO EXCEPTIONS.
Our sale is run completely by volunteers and although we do our absolute best to be thorough and
consistent when inspecting and checking items, we do make mistakes.
Sellers earn 70% of the selling price less a $7 seller fee. The remaining 30% goes to the Hope Church
Missions Team. If you have more than one seller ID, a seller fee will be charged for each ID.
You must pick up your remaining items at the designated pick-up time on Saturday. Any unsold items
not picked up on Saturday will be donated to charity and your check (if any money is due to you) will
be mailed to the address provided at online registration. Please do not miss pick-up if you do not want
your items donated.
Additional information can be found by reading “Items Accepted”, “Barcode Instructions”, “How to
Hang & Tag Items”, and “FAQS & Helpful Hints”, all under the seller tab on our website.

